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Managing your Measures
Retail industry conundrum
We’ve often come across the term KPIs (Key Performance Indicators) in our line roles. On the front-lines of retail, we often 
take them lightly. NOT if, we want to evaluate our performance and that of our team members objectively. These measures 
provide us with a means to uncover systemic opportunities and challenges. They:

‣ create a reference set of business measures to evaluate the business and its stakeholder relationships
‣ identify a core set of business measures
‣ express calculation precisely
‣ express goals and results across the business and at the entity level
‣ set goals and measure results appropriate to the business
The Core Retail Business processes include: (a) Supply chain and (b) Operations. We have used our proprietary Pentagon 
Scorecard to develop the Core Retail Business Scorecard. The Scorecard measures performance on the following broad 
parameters.

1. Sales
The highest level measure of a retail organisation’s performance is measured by evaluating its sales. These measures 
highlight growth of the business at the Group Level and at the Entity Level. These also include measures such as Like-for-
Like growth measures that track the growth in sales of stores that have been operating for a year and above. When 
evaluated at the store level, these measures can throw up some very interesting insights into the performance of the store 
and guide the management in taking corrective action before the situation spirals out of control.
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2. Category
These measures highlight performance of product categories within the organisation. These measures highlight category-
wise growth of business at the Group Level and at the Entity Level. The purpose of these measures is to highlight product 
categories that are performing at desired business goals and objectives. Variances from set goals and objectives are 
investigated to ensure corrective action is taken before he situation becomes endemic. A key focus of these measures is to 
determine which product categories provide the highest return, in terms of sales and profitability. In the same way these 
measures highlight vendor’s whose contribution to the business is critical. And businesses where multiple formats operate, it 
is important to evaluate which product categories contribute to the success or otherwise of the business. These measures 
also include Like-for-Like growth of the business by Product category across the chain as well as format.

3. Gross Margin
These measures highlight contribution made by the business, its formats, Product categories, vendors, line item, etc - at the 
Group Level and at the Entity Level. A critical evaluation of these measures as well as Like-for-Like growth measures track 
the contribution to the business and highlight areas that need greater focus.

4. Vendor
These measures are designed to highlight the relationships between retailers and its vendors. Strong relationships are 
characterised by strong performance by vendor products across sales, profitability, accuracy & compliance with orders / 
invoices, delivery schedules and lead time. A growth trend line indicates a partnership relationship which needs to be further 
strengthened, while a receding trend line indicates scope for improvement in vendor relationship.

5. Operations
These measures highlight key areas of operational efficiency and weaknesses in planning for smooth running of the supply 
chain and operations. 

Definition of key measures
The following table highlights key measures, their definitions and uses to the business. The critical success factor in 
implementing the scorecard is:

‣ Create awareness at the Group Level and at the Entity Level of the importance of these measures
‣ Train team members in these measures and in understanding the results of these measures
‣ Set up a task force to implement these measures on a test basis and discuss results vis-a-vis performance initiatives 

taken as a consequence
‣ Set up KPI Champions within the organisation to guide the team members in KPI management
‣ Set up a system for capturing data elements critical to the successful computation of results
The following table illustrates the key measures proposed for retail businesses. The list is not meant to be exhaustive, and 
may be modified depending on your organisation peculiarities.

Key measuresKey measures Definition
Sales Sales growth Overall This measures the overall sales growth in the current year compared to pre-

vious year
Sales

Overall Like-for-Like growth This measures the overall sales growth of those stores that have been oper-
ating for a year or longer 

Sales

Sales growth by Format This measures the overall sales growth in the current year compared to pre-
vious year by format

Sales

Like-for-Like growth by Format This measures Like-for-Like sales growth by Format in the current year 
compared to previous year by Format

Sales

Sales growth by Store This measures the sales growth in the current year compared to previous 
year by Store

Sales

Like-for-Like growth by Store This measures the sales growth of each store that has been operating for a 
year or longer 
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Key measuresKey measures Definition
Sales invoice accuracy The percentage of customer invoices deemed accurate out of all invoices 

issued
Item Master Data Accuracy The percentage of items with accurate physically measured dimensions and 

weights as provided by the vendor out of all items physically verified. Data 
accuracy is critical to business applications. This product information is 
used to drive business processes of vendor in a relationship starting with 
new item introduction, administrative setup and logistics information 
throughout the supply chain

Category Overall Category share This measures the sales of a category of products relative to total sales of 
the business. This measure highlights the share of categories to the overall 
sales. Users can use the information to adjust the Planogram or refocus 
attention on categories they are keen to promote to achieve business goals

Category

Overall Category growth This measures the growth of category sales compared to category sales 
growth of previous year. This measure highlights overall growth by category 
compared to previous year. Users can use the information to understand 
leader categories and laggard categories and take corrective action

Category

Category share by Format This measures the share of individual categories relative to total sales of the 
format. This measure highlights the share of categories by individual Format. 
The measure is important in that it permits Users to refocus attention on 
categories they are keen to promote to achieve business goals

Category

Category growth by Format This measures the sales of a category of products compared to previous 
year by format. This measure highlights category growth by Format com-
pared to previous year. Users can use this information to refocus attention 
on categories they are keen to promote to achieve business goals

Category

Category share by Store This measures the share of individual categories by Store relative to total 
sales of the Store 

Category

Category growth by Store This measures the sales of a category of products compared to previous 
year by Store

Category

Like-for-Like Overall growth This measures the category growth of those stores that have been operat-
ing for a year or longer for all stores which have been operating for a year or 
longer

Category

Like-for-Like growth by Store This measures the category growth of each store that has been operating 
for a year or longer 

Category

Like-for-Like growth by Format This measures the category growth by Format that has been operating for a 
year or longer 

Category

Vendor share of Category This measures individual vendor share of relevant category sales 
Gross 
Margin

Overall Gross Margin This measures the overall Gross Margin achieved by the business in a given 
period of time

Gross 
Margin

Overall Gross Margin growth This measure the growth of Gross Margin compared to Gross Margin of the 
previous year 

Gross 
Margin

Gross Margin growth by Format This measures the overall Gross Margin growth in the current year com-
pared to previous year by format

Gross 
Margin

Gross Margin growth by Store This measures the Gross Margin of individual stores compared to previous 
year 

Gross 
Margin

Like-for-Like Overall Gross Mar-
gin growth

This measures the Gross Margin growth of those stores that have been 
operating for a year or longer for all stores which have been operating for a 
year or longer

Gross 
Margin

Like-for-Like Gross Margin by 
Format

This measures the Gross Margin growth by format for stores that have been 
operating for a year or longer

Gross 
Margin

Like-for-Like Gross Margin by 
Store

This measures the Gross Margin growth by store that have been operating 
for a year or longer
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Key measuresKey measures Definition
Gross Margin growth by Cate-
gory

This measure the Gross Margin growth by category compared to previous 
year 

Gross Margin growth by vendor This measure the Gross Margin growth by vendor & category compared to 
previous year 

Average Gross Margin by Line 
Item

This measures the average Gross Margin achieved by Line Item

Average Gross Margin growth 
by Line Item

This measures Gross Margin growth by Line Item compared to previous 
year 

Vendors Invoice Accuracy The percentage of vendor invoices deemed accurate out of all invoices re-
ceived. This measure provides vendor an ability to measure the efficiency of 
invoices it issues. It monitors the accuracy of the billing / payment process 
to properly invoice the first time

Vendors 

Order Item / Change Quantity The percentage of orders placed that required changes in items or item 
quantities prior to release. Order Item / Quantity Changes are a common 
source of disruptions in supply chain performance. Reasons for Order 
changes include: Invalid Item Ordered, Additional Items ordered, removed or 
quantities changed.

Vendors 

Order Fill Rate The percentage of Order units received to Ordered units. This measure is 
used as a complement to Put of Stock and On Time measures as part of 
the vendor performance scorecard with a view to fix supply chain issues

Vendors 

Case Fill Rate The percentage of Cases received to Ordered Cases. This measure is used 
as a complement to Put of Stock and On Time measures as part of the 
vendor performance scorecard with a view to fix supply chain issues

Vendors 

Item Fill Rate The percentage of Itms received to Ordered Items. This measure is used as 
a complement to Put of Stock and On Time measures as part of the vendor 
performance scorecard with a view to fix supply chain issues

Vendors 

Lead time The average length of time between order placement and time product ar-
rives at the agreed location. This measure provides an ability to calculate 
how quickly an order is processed to delivery and is measured in calendar 
hours

Vendors 

On time delivery The percentage of shipments that arrived within the agreed date / time out 
of all shipments that were delivered. On time delivery is a measure used to 
evaluate the timeliness of deliveries. Late deliveries create supply chain bot-
tlenecks and poor availability leading to lost revenue & profitability opportu-
nities

Vendors 

On time payment The percentage of payments made within a vendor’s agreed terms of sale 
out of all payments made. On-time payment is critical to strengthening ven-
dor relationship and ensuring prompt response to out-of-stock situations 
and in securing optimal rebates

Vendors 

Item Data Synchronisation The percentage of items published and sold from the vendor that are syn-
chronised via Global Data Synchronisation Network (GDSN). Item synchro-
nisation is the foundation for vendor relationship, providing infomation for 
items

Operations Inventory cover (Days) The amount of finished item inventory at location in terms of estimated daily 
demand. This is a measure of the inventory held by the location. Compared 
over time, Operations can adjust the level of inventory held resulting in opti-
mal inventory holding pattern

Operations

Forecast accuracy The mean absolute percentage variance of forecast with actual sales ex-
pressed in monetary terms as well as in units. This measure is used to 
evaluate performance with forecasts. The measure can be evaluated at the 
Category level or Line Item level. At the Category / Line Item level this 
measure is most useful in directing the business towards (a) items that are 
over performing, and (b) items that are under performing
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Key measuresKey measures Definition
Out-of-stock The percentage of items that is not available at the expected location out of 

the set of item stocking locations evaluated. This measure evaluates the 
effectiveness of Demand Estimation, Ordering & Replenishment and Shelf 
Replenishment & Availability process

Unsellables percentage The percentage of items that were removed from the store due to damage, 
expiry, discontinuation, seasonality, promotion completion, defects, etc. The 
measure provides a framework for calculation of unsellable items, identify 
root causes and actions required

Markdown percentage The percentage of sales below normal retail prices. The measure captures 
the extent to which items sold did not yield the retail revenue that was fore-
cast. Increase in value of markdowns indicates planning, assortment, pric-
ing, seasonal timing need adjustment

Organisations that are getting off the starting block may decide to phase implementation initially at a broader Group Level. 
Armed with results of these Group Level measures dig deeper into the organisation and implement measures at the Entity 
Level. 
A word of caution for implementors - KPIs may throw up unexpected results and create a sense of uneasy calm around the 
organisation. In order to ensure it does not get out of control, it is important to continuously train team members in goal 
setting and then evaluating performance. A lot of organisational disillusionment and frustration can be avoided at the initial 
stage and draw team members to its implementation and better organisation performance. 
Managing by Measures, is a great opportunity, so here’s wishing you all the very best. 
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SCG Global LLP is a thought leadership consultancy that 
works with Tier 1 Consulting firms in creating and imple-
menting business solutions for Fortune 500 clients


